
Recent NC
Legislative Successes
Expanding access to Coal Ash
n CRMCA fought to pass the Drinking Water Protection/Coal Ash 

Cleanup Act. By requiring Duke Energy to set up three beneficiation 

units, the law dramatically expands the availability of Coal Ash in 

NC, an affordable and environmentally sound raw material for the 

concrete industry. 

Reducing motor carrier insurance rates
n After the NC Reinsurance Facility (NCRF) announced a 14.61% 

surcharge for motor carriers to plug a $96 million shortfall in the 

state’s insurance risk pool, CRMCA worked with the NC Trucking 

Association and others to reduce it. The outcome included reforming 

NCRF operations and dropping the recoupment surcharge to 7.07%, 

saving concrete companies thousands of dollars. 

Stopping a tax increase on mill machinery
n CRMCA helped stop an attempted sales tax increase on repair 

parts used on concrete mills affixed to trucks. With the efforts, mill 

machinery parts used on trucks kept the privilege tax rate of 1%, the 

same as if they were not attached to a vehicle. 

Securing funding for infrastructure projects
n CRMCA helped stop an attempted sales tax increase on repair 

parts used on concrete mills affixed to trucks. With the efforts, mill 

machinery parts used on trucks kept the privilege tax rate of 1%, the 

same as if they were not attached to a vehicle. 
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 We took a stand for Build NC, a law that’s helped create a new 
financing tool to expedite critical highway projects. New infrastructure 
projects can protect the state’s economic competitiveness and expand 
opportunities for concrete companies.



Priorities we’re fighting for in 2020

Ensuring safe communities through durable building 

materials: CRMCA is supporting Build with Strength, 

a coalition working with fire-safety professionals and 

first responders to share how lightweight, combustible 

construction materials put communities at risk. 

Coal Ash recycling and beneficial reuse: The demand 

for ash in NC and bordering states will exceed 46 million 

tons in the next 15 years. We’re exploring solutions 

to increase fly ash availability by recycling coal ash in 

remaining ponds. We also are fighting against high-

cost beneficiation projects, showing state leaders how 

ash can be recycled cost-effectively without burdening 

ratepayers.

Continuing to address workforce shortages: We’re 

working to make workforce development a priority in the 

state budget and increasing public-private collaboration 

to reduce shortages of CDL drivers, mechanics, and 

other skilled trades.

Raising the bar on concrete testing: To prevent 

inaccurate results and costly sample failures, CRMCA 

is working with the Professional Engineers of NC and 

the American Council of Engineering Companies of NC 

to ensure concrete strength testing better follows NC 

building codes. 

Holding NCDOT accountable: We’re ensuring NCDOT 

is following its own policies in areas good for concrete 

such as updating the Alternative Pavement Bidding 

process to account for Life Cycle Costs and considering 

concrete-based options for lower-volume roads and 

interchanges.

Supporting NCDOT funding initiatives: As NC faces 

an infrastructure crisis, we’re fighting for additional 

NCDOT funding to alleviate project delays that are 

hurting concrete suppliers and others in the supply 

chain. CRMCA is partnering with coalitions such as NC 

Can’t Afford to Stop to protect road construction funding. 
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